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Abstract—This article discussed about the local wisdom that was found in the Kuantan Singingi community based on Riau-Malay especially Kuantan Singingi dialect. The purpose of this research is to analyze the form and field of meaning of local wisdom based on Malay language in Kuantan Singingi Regency. The method used with qualitative-descriptive approach. The data collecting techniques used technique of referring, technique of note, and technique of interview (cakap semuka) by used instrument of Swades vocabulary and addition of certain vocabulary variation. The results obtained were the form of lexical phonetic innovation in this study was found as many as 11 glos with 33 variants that still retain local wisdom in Kuantan Singingi community that is khitanan, berkebun, hajatan, kerja bakti, tukang menggali kuburan, tukang memandikan mayat, taklang pantun, tunangan, yasinan, menuju hari, and menuju bulan, while the morphological innovations found in this study were 22 gloss with 75 variants, that is 1) morpheme be- becoming bo-, ba-, ma-, and morpheme release ber-; 2) morpheme me- becoming morpheme bo-, ma-, and ba-; 3) morpheme pe- becoming morpheme po- and pa-; 4) morpheme be- becoming morpheme bo- and ba-; and morpheme men- becoming morpheme mo- and ma-. Fields of meaning of Riau Malay language as the local wisdom of Kuantan Singingi's innovative community are found 12 (twelve) mean fields, namely: kinship 20 glos, village life 18 glos, house and surrounding 22 glos, household appliances and sleep equipment gloss, plants and fruits 14 glos, tools and fishing rod 15 glos, food and beverage 24 glos, nature and flavor 19 glos, color 18 glos, activity 50 gloss, musical instrument 6 glos, clothing and 13 gloss jewelry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Language as a communication system has aspects of the form, ie aspects related to the writing, structure, or sound of the language itself. In addition, the language also has aspects of meaning, namely aspects related to grammatical, functional and lexical. The difference between the lexical aspect and aspect can be known from the disclosure used to produce variations of language, it can be due to social factors, changes in time, the conditions and the formal situation, and the geographical position of the speakers of the language itself. The language variations that arise from individuals, are called idiolects. Chaer (2011) also states that this variation of idiolek is pleased with the color of sound, word choice, style of language, sentence arrangement and so on. However, these variations differ only in small scales, whereas the rough lines of language remain no different in individuals with different regions but with geographical similarities. For example, cultural differences and disappearances can be identified in the language that occurs in the Malay dialect of Kuantan Singingi district. The use of language in the Kuantan Singingi community describes local wisdom or local cultural wisdom as a communication tool, but there are differences in the language used. Based on these dynamics, researchers conducted a study "Local Wisdom-Based Malay Riau in Kuantan Singingi Regency". The purpose of this research is to analyze the forms of innovation of local wisdom based on Malay in Kuantan Singingi regency and to analyze the forms of local wisdom-based meaning field of Malay language in Kuantan Singingi district. This study focuses on the study of cultural and linguistic fields, especially the study of Malay-based local wisdom in Kuantan Singingi district. So, this research seeks to identify local language-based wisdom. Theoretically, this research is expected to provide the development of science to culture and linguistics in general and dialect geography in particular, and can be used for reference for further research. Practically, this research is also expected to be able to document one element of culture in Riau province. This geolinguistic study is expected to represent cultures represented through language can be recorded and documented, given the dynamic nature of the language that can evolve over time.

In accordance with the purpose of research, then used several theories. Opinions, Ayat Rohaedi (1983), Kerf (1993), Wahya (2005), and Chaer (2011) are used as theories relating to dialect and culture studied. The verses of Rohaedi (1983) distinguish dialects into five kinds: (1) phonetic differences, (2) semantic differences, (3) onomasiological differences, (4) semasiological differences, and (5) morphological differences. According to Wahya (2005) dialect is a form of language variation, both in a social environment and a particular geographical environment. Opinion Verse Rohaedi (1983) about the field of meaning is that the field of meaning is contained in every word spoken. As the meaning field contained in the word 'omak' the meaning of the child's call to the female parent and on the word 'pembengak' which mean liar or dishonest.
Edwar T. Hall (1973) in Mulyana (2011) is an anthropologist, who states that culture is communication and communication is culture. Simply put, "it is impossible to think of communication without thinking about its cultural meaning and context" (see Keraf, 1993). Culture has the ability to determine the way communication is the topic of speech, speaker or listener, how and when, body language, the concept of space and warktu, and meaning, all of this is strongly influenced by culture. Culture can be defined as the result of thought or thought, so it can be seen that language and thought have a reciprocal correlation that the mind is meant to be a manifestation of culture. Experts agree that language is a "tool" in the communication process, which can be used and utilized.

Language can also influence groups, this is explained by Dede Oetomo (Syam, 2012). This theory emerged from the observation of the everyday speech of the Chinese ethnic community of Pasuruan. According to him, Chinese society can be grouped into Chinese Peranakan and Chinese Totok. Thus, he concludes that language can reflect the identity of the group. There are certain forms used by speakers of the two different dialects in marking the indirect inference to their communication which can only be understood by speakers of the dialect (Rilley, 2009) According to Chaer and Lei

Some theories related to language and culture are below:

a. Sapir and Whorf's Linguistic Relativity Theory, Sapir (1884-1939). Sapir human life gained because of the sense of language compassion as a means of introduction in social interaction. In addition, Sapir argues that the formation of a culture of most of the language's behavior in the culture (Sapir, 2017). Language can also specify specific interpretation options so that it can serve as a guide to social reality. The results of his research on language then led to the theory of linguistic relativity or also called Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, whose contents are not guided by the same physical evidence to get the same life images, unless their linguistic backgrounds are the same or can be equated in one way. Different languages study this nature in different ways, thus creating a relativity of different conceptual systems also depending on the various languages. Grammar is not only a means of conveying ideas but is an idea-shaper. (Storey, 2003).

b. The theory of Wilhelm Von Humboldt, the German scholar of the nineteenth century. The theory is that human beings as social beings communicate, behave, and behave as perceptions, and the process fused between language and perception. Von Humboldt concludes that there is human dependence on language. Culture and language are directly proportional, the more cultures are known, the more understood the language and the better the self-identity used in that culture. Language has an undeveloped mind set formed by Ideenform / Innereform and sounds pronounced so that language becomes synthetic from un-formed thinking and sounds pronounced (Keraf, 1993).

According to the theory of Wilhem Von Humboldt and the theory of Linguistic Relativity can be postulated that there are two relations between cultures and languages, namely: Subordinate which means the study of language based on the entities that exist in the culture itself. Thus, culture and language can not be separated and related to the meaning of culture and its context. Theoretically, the true meaning of value is integrated as human experience and consciousness for fellow human beings with confidence can be socially responsible (horizontal) and vertical to the Creator. Values have meaning as meaning something, the meaning of something, and the level of intelligence or ability of something, besides, value also refers to the weight of something, value is the price of something, and value is the essence of something (Ratna, 2013).

Robert M.Z Lawang (2014) concludes that values as a description of what is appropriate, what is valuable, what is desired, and what may affect the social behavior of those who have that value. Similarly, the Islamic religion contains the normative teachings about the good that must be done by humans, and bad things that must be avoided by humans. Human life has an integral value system consisting of social-cultural values, national national values, national values of nationality, constitutional national values, and natural human values. Hamidy, (2010) that value has a meaning as a price, but does not have a standard measure in determining the amount of substance, quality, and rules. Value is divided into four main points, namely ethical / ethical, aesthetic / beauty, truth, and religious.

The Riau province’s language is categorized into 7 languages in Riau archipelago, 5 languages in Bengkalis district, 6 languages in Indragiri Hilir district, 4 languages in Indragiri Hulu district, and 6 languages in Kuantan Singingi district. The dialect of the Riau Malay language consists of Indragiri Hulu dialect, Kampar, Indragiri Hilir, Bengkalis, Kuantan Singingi. Kuantan Singingi consists of Kampar Malay dialect, covering 13 koto Kampar, Kampar Kiri, Kampar Hilir Kampar Hulu, Kuantan Singingi Hulu, Stone Painted, and some nearby areas within Kampar regency; Malay dialect Indragiri Hulu (Indragiri Hulu district, except Talang Mamak community); Malay dialect of Indragiri Hilir (Melayu Mandah); Malay dialect Bengkalis covers Bengkalis Regency, and Dumai Municipality; the dialect of Kuantan Singingi dialect of Kuantan Singingi and Pekanbaru Town; the Kuantan Singingi dialect of the Malay language includes the koto
Taluk Kuantan, Benai, Sentajo, Pangean, Baserah, Muara Lembu, Kari, Lubuk Jambi, Singingi, Simandolak, Cerenti, regions Kuantan Singingi; Malay Talang Mamak language is in six kebatian; Akit languages include Rupat, Long Forest, Titi Root, and Rupat Island areas; Petalangan language covers Bunut area; Bonai language in KuntoDarussalam; district Kuantan Singingi district; language of forest people in the Rangsang area Sakai language includes Minas and Duri areas; Kuantan Singingi regency consists of twelve sub-distric, namely: Benai, Cerenti, Toar, Hulu Kuantan, Inuman, Kuantan Hilir, Kuantan Tengah, Pangean and Singingi Hilir. Kuantan people tend to be fanatical in using the Kuantan dialect in their daily lives, Kuantan people who are outside Kuantan regency areas tend to prefer to use the language when they meet other people who come from Kuantan regency. Boundary of Kuantan Singingi Regency, North with Kampar and Pelalawan districts, South with Jambi, West with West Sumatera, and East with Indragiri Hulu Regency.

II. METHODS

Descriptive research carried out by interpreting the phenomenon of data, variables, and that exist in place of research. A qualitative approach is undertaken to understand the social dynamics in the linguistic aspect being studied (Mahsun 2005: 235). Source of data in this research comes from informant at every point of observation. The informants of this study were selected using the criteria proposed by Notherofer (2007) and Fernandez (2007). In geographic dialect research, the research informants were chosen with criteria: 1) male or female sex, 2) aged 30 s.d. 65 years; 3) born and raised in the local village; 4) can speak Kuantan Singingi; 5) can speak Indonesian; and 6) healthy in spirit and body in the sense of perfect speech; This research was conducted in Kuantan Singingi regency, Riau province consist of 6 locations of observation point, Singingi Hilir sub-district, Kuantan Tengah sub-district, Singingi sub-district, Gunung Toar sub-district, Kuantan Mudik sub-district and Hulu Kuantan sub-district. The questionnaire to be addressed to the informant is based on 200 Swadesh's basic vocabulary which is then developed into 370 basic vocabulary questions, and the later cultural vocabulary of which is selected and combined according to the meaning field. The questionnaire on this study is categorized into eighteen mean fields, including: kinship 20 glos, village life 18 glos, house and surrounding 22 glos, household appliances and bedding 20 glos, plants and fruits 14 glos, animals 23 glos, food and beverage 24 glos, disease 18 glos, nature and taste 19 glos, state and color 18 glos, nature about 26 glos, body parts 28 glos, activity 50 glos, musical instrument 6 glos, clothes and 13 gloss jewelry, 20 gloss numbers, 20 gloss point and pronouns. Technique of collecting data using skill method or interview and method refer. This method is used to gather information about lexical or vocabulary based on questionnaire asked. These techniques through the conversation is done between the informant and the researcher. Interview method or skill is a technique of data collection taken from the conversation between the informant and the researcher. The basic technique in this method is implemented by stimulus or fishing techniques that are arranged on a questionnaire. The method of referring is done by listening to the speaker's entire language conversation. This method is used to listen to the use of language by informants. In this case, researchers play a role in listening to the language of the informant and record and record things that are important. These records and records are required to complete the data. In addition, the method is also used skillfully (see Sudaryanto, 2011). Technique of data analysis is technique of “hubung banding menyamakan” (Mahsun, 2005). The implementation was done by determining the internal innovation of Riau Malay language in the research location using one variant, named variant of meaning and variant of form. Further, it compared with other variants at different observation points on the isolate region. If there were differences data found, then the differences were the innovation of the point of observation.

III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Forms of Malay Language Variation in Kuantan Singingi Regency

Based on local wisdom, the data that innovate the Riau Malay language in Kuantan Singingi district consist of phonetic innovation, morphological innovation, and full lexical innovation

1.1.1. Phonetic Innovations

From the 370 glos used, there are 11 glos with 37 variants that still retain local wisdom in the Kuantan Singingi community. Based on the phonetic or pronunciation there is a lexical Innovation that describes the custom or tradition that is on the word „khitanan” become /bosunƐt/, and /basunat/; word „berkebun” become /bokobun/, /bokobun/, /batani/, and /bakobon/; word „hajatan” become /mendo’a/, /badua/, and /mandoa/; word „kerja bakti” become /gotoroyo/, /taroyo/, /bakarojo samo/, and /kararojo samo/; word „tuak mandiin” become /tukaŋ gali kuburan/, /tukaŋ gali kabow/, /tukaŋ gali kuburan/, /tukaŋ gali kabow/, /tukaŋ gali kuburan/, /tukaŋ gali kabow/; word „tuak memandikan mayat” become /tukaŋ mandiin urang maninggal/, /tukaŋ mandian mayat/, /momandian urang mayat/, /tukaŋ mandiin/, /tukaŋ mamandian/, and /tukaŋ mandiin moyiɁ/; word „tuak pantun” become /botombo/, and /tukaŋ saluan/; word „yunangan” become /botando/, /batando/, /maantar tando/, /maantar alƐɁt/; word „yasinan” become /yasinan/, /tahlial/, and /manajii/.
word „menuju hari” become /monujua aRil/, and /manujua hari/; and word „menuju bulan” become /monujua bulan/, and /manujuabulan/.

1.1.2. Morphological Innovation

he morphological innovations found in this study based on bound morphemes were found to be 22 gloss with 75 variants: 1) morpheme ber- become bo-, ba-, mo-, and release morpheme ber-; 2) morpheme me- become morpheme bo-, ma-, mo-, and ba-; 3) morpheme pe- become morpheme po- and pa-; 4) morpheme be- become morpheme bo- and ba-; and morpheme men- become morpheme mo- and ma-.

morpheme ber- become bo-, ba-, mo-, and ma-, and release morpheme ber- for example „berpantun” become /bopantun/, /bapantun/, berkebun become /bokobun/, /bakobun/, /batanati/; maken bersama become /makin basamo/, /makan basamo/, /bariyuar/, /maken basamo/; berbicara become /monjeCÉʔ/, /manjeCÉʔ/, /bacakap/; bertepuk tangan become /botopiaʔ tanjan/, /botopiaʔ tanjani/, /topuʔ tanjan/, /topuʔ tanjani/; ampaʔ; Morpheme me- become morpheme bo-, ma-, mo- and ba- for example menanam become /botanami/, /mananami/, /batanami/; mencangkul become /mancanquila/, /manyanquila/, /muncabà/, /mamàŋkuÊ/, /mancangkuÊ/; merantau become /moRantau/, /maRantau/, /maRantauW/; morphology pe- become morpheme po- and pa- for example pemurah become /poagia/, /pamuRa/, /jual/, /paagilÉ/, /suko maadagia/!

Morpheme be- become morpheme bo- and ba- for example bekerja become /bokojo/, /bakojo/, /bakaRojo/; Morpheme men- become morpheme mo- and ma- for example menjalin (hair) become /moikÉʔ obuà/, /mapiaħ obuà/, /malopia/, /malupiah/, /malopia/.

1.1.3. Full Lexical Innovation

Based on the findings, obtained a full lexical innovation 19 data with 55 (fifty five) variants. These variants are set based on a different form with their original word form at every point of observation of Riau Malay in Kuantan Singingi district. This full lexical innovation are: mother become /omaʔ/, /omakəʔ/; wife become /bini/; grandfather become /datuà/, oldest mom’s sister become /ma?tuωʔ/, /atua/, /maʔtwà/, middle mom’s sister become /maʔtonaʔ/, /ciaʔ/, /maʔtwàl/, mother’s little sister become /EkEʔ/, /ociaʔ/, /ciaʔ/, calling word for boy become /buyuana/, /byuana/, /uyaʔ/, calling word for daughter become /supiaʔ/, /upiaʔ/, /conii/, /kakà/, /conik/, oldest uncle become /maʔ godan/, /mamaʔ godan/, /anjan/, /maʔ/; youngest uncle become /maʔ EkEʔ/, /mamaʔ kEkEʔ/, /mamaʔ/, husband become /laki/, circumcision become /bosunEʔ/, /basuani/, shaman of circumcision become /tukaʔ suna/, /tukaʔ suana/; celebration become /bodoʔ/, /badoʔ/, /badua/, /mendaʔ/, oil lamps become /damE/, /palito/, generous become /poagia/, /pamuRa/, /jual paagilÉ/, /suko maadagia/,; tying hair become /moikÉʔ obuà/, /obuà/, /mapiaħ obuà/, /malopia/, bamboo trumpet become /sunai/, /sarunai/, /sulli/. Although the observation area is close together, but the data is innovated or variant between one region and another. In addition, there are also areas that still use the same term in their language, such as the word husband become / men / there in Kuantan Tengah, Gunung Toar, Singingi, Hulu Kuantan, Kuantan Mudik, and Singingi Hilir.

Forms of Meaning in Riau Malay Language as the Resignation of Local Wisdom in Kuantan Singingi Society

Found in this study 11 mean fields, namely: 1) kinship 20 glos, 2) village community life 18 glos, 3) house and surrounding 22 glos, 4) household appliances and bedding 20 glos, 5) plants and fruits 14 glos, 6) tools and fishing rods 15 glos, 7) food and beverage 24 glos, 8) nature and flavor 19 glos, 9) colors 18 gloss, 10) activities, musical instruments 6 glos, 11) clothing and jewelry 13 glos. the data are as follows.

Based on kinship, for example the word „adik” become /adiaʔ/ at 6 points of observation meaning 'younger siblings'; „bapak” become /bapaʔ/ become two variants that mean 'male parents'; „abang” become /abang/ meaning „older brother” Based on the life of the village community such as „tetangga” /tatango/ become 3 variants /tatango/, /tatango/, /tatango/, which meaning „people whose house is close together”. Based on the house and surrounding areas such as the „halaman rumah”, /tonalamÉn/ become 5 variants /tonalamÉn/, /tonalamáŋ/, /kaRanam umah/, /laman/, /laman rumah/, which meaning „land around the house”; „jendela” /komodÉn/ become 4 variants /komodÉn/, /pintu balohÉ/, /jendÉla/, and /pintu/, which meaning „holes that can be closed and serve as places out of the air”. Based on household appliances and bedding, for example „kunci” become /kunci/ at 6 points of observation meaning ‘tool for door holder, casket and so on’; „kamar” become /bilaʔ/ at 6 points of observation means „space enclosed (closed) on the wall that becomes part of the house or building (usually blocked or limited by four walls); booth ‘; „tempat nasi” /tompeʔ/ boRE/, become 5 variants /tompeʔ/ boRE/, /kaRuan/, /sunmpí/, boRE/, /baladi/, and /guci hich means 'something used to put rice'. Based on plants and beverages, such as „jambu biji” /jambu kotukal/ become 6 variants /jambu kotukal/, /jambu pawē/, /jambu awē/, /jambu monkaÊ/, /jambu tampaʔ/, and /jambu monkE/, meaningful ‘guava fruit in the flesh there are small seeds, the flesh is red or
white.; „rumput” become /umpui?/ become 3 variants /umpui?, /umpui/, and /rumput?, meaning ‘small trunked plant group’; kelapa become /koRambia/ become 3 variants /kaRambia/, /kambi/, and /koRambia/ which means ‘high-stemmed palm trees’.

Based on tools and fishing tools such „pancing”/kayial/ become 3 variants yaitu /kayial/, /kanyia/, and /pangcan/, meaning ‘tool for catching fish’; „obeng” become /obÊŋ/ become 3 variants /obÊŋ/, /obian/, and /tan/ meaningful tool to rotate the screws; „kapak” become /kapâ/, at 6 points of observation it means a tool for cutting down trees. Based on foods and beverages such as „gulai asam pedas” become /sompodÊh/ become 5 variants /sompodê/, /sampoÊd/, /asam podê/, /asam podÊ/ and /sam podÊ/, which means ‘curry sour taste and spicy’; getuk become /gotua/?/ become 4 variants /gotua?, /gotu?, /galauncu/, and /obui ubi/ which means the food that comes from boiled yam then pounded and given sugar and coconut.

Based on the nature and feelings such as „suka memberi” become /poagia/ become 6 variants /poagia/, /pamuRa/, /jua/, /paagiÉ/, /suku maa giah/, and /paagia/, means giving people to other people; „ramah” become /poimba/, become 4 variants /poimbau/, /panyapoa/, /amah/, and /panyapoa/ which means someone who likes to say hello when meeting with others; „manis” become /mania/ become 2 variants /mani/ and /manih/ which means taste like sugar. Based on colour such as „kuning” become /kuniaŋ/ become 2 variants /kuniaŋ/ and /kuniaŋ/ which means a color similar to gold usually in traditional ceremonies.

Based on activities such as „berpantun” /bopantun/, become 2 variants /bopantun/ and /hapantun/ which means ‘a language activity using pantun’; „makan bersama”/makÉn bosamo/ become 3 variants /makÉn bosamo/ /makan basamo/, /baryuyar/ which means ‘a meal activity in a rolling manner, for example after a traditional ceremony’; „mencangkul” become /moncaŋkuR/ become 5 variants /moncaŋkuR/, /manyãŋkuR/, /muncaba?,/ /mamaŋkuR/, and /mancanãkuR/ which means ‘an activity undertaken to dig up the soil and clean up the fields or gardens by means of a hoe’. Based on musical instruments, such as „kecapi” /kəcapi/ become 3 variants /kocapi/, /kokapi/, and /gobo/ meaningful’ traditional string instrument stringed / three, five, six, tone and played with fingers’; „gendang”/gondan/ didn’t found any variant at 6 points of observation, it means ‘traditional sound instruments of long logs in which there is a cavity and either a hole, both are given skin by being struck’. Based on clothing and jewelry, for example „songket”/sonkÉt/ didn’t found any variant at 6 points of observation, it means „weaving embroidered gold or silver thread which is usually worn by women in traditional ceremonies”.

IV. CONCLUSION

1. The form of lexical phonetic innovation in this study was found as many as 11 glos with 33 variants that still retain local wisdom in Kuantan Singingi society that is k ithnan, berkebun, hajatan, kerja bakti, tukang menggali kuburan, tukang memandikan mayat, tukang pantun, tunangan, yasinan, menuju hari, dan menuju bulan, as the morphological innovations found in this study are 22 gloss with 75 variants, among others: 1) morpheme is bo-, ba-, mo-, ma-, and release of morpheme ber; 2) morpheme transforms into morpheme bo-, ma-, mo-, and ba-; 3) morpheme pe- transforms become morpheme po- and pa-; 4) morpheme be- turned become morpheme bo- and ba-; and morpheme transforms into morpheme mo-m.

2. Field forms of meaning of Riau Malay language as the local wisdom resignation of Kuantan Singingi innovation found 12 (twelve) meaning field, which: kinship 20 glos, village life 18 glos, house and rooms 22 glos, household appliances and gloves, plants and fruits 14 glos, tools and fishing rods 15 glos, food and beverages 24 glos, nature 19 glos, colors 18 glos, activity 50 gloss, musical instrument 6 glos, clothes and jewelry 13 glos.
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